Chapter 5

Communication by Vibrations
and Scents in the Comb

Abstract Communication on honeybee combs includes both distance and direction
in the case of waggle dances. Potential recruits attending a dancer emit vibrations
which elicit a response from the dancer to give the emitter a sample of nectar.
Tooting and quacking by queens are both airborne sounds and substrate vibrations
which are carried mainly by the fundamental frequency component. Bees recognize
these signals mainly by their temporal structure and comparisons of the threshold,
emission level, and attenuation with distance, which suggests that they are used only
within a restricted area of the comb. When waggle-dancing honeybees move on
comb, they produce vibratory movements that indicate the location of the waggle
dancer and the pulsed vibrations are increased during waggle phases, so amplifying
the signals for remote dance followers. Because sound intensity decreases with the
density of the medium and with distance, beeswax is a medium for sound transmission. Pheromones in comb serve as slow-release systems with long time
constants and include transmissions of colony odour, queenrightness, cell capping,
colony odour, kin recognition, footprint pheromones, wax-salvaging behaviour etc.
The specific dance sites that occur on combs are due to chemical tagging. Masking
colony odour occurs when receiver bees are conditioned to the same comb source as
introduced bees, which are accepted. A series of only a few methyl esters produced
by queens and workers are sufficient to induce capping of mature brood; but capping
worker brood may depend on the depth of larvae in comb cells and not just ratios of
ester emissions. Nonetheless, these results are not mutually exclusive in principle.

5.1 Introduction
The buzzing of honeybees has accompanied mankind through the ages and even
highly-specialised sounds such as the piping of queens were known since ancient
times (Free 1982; Crane 1999). Yet, formal studies on sounds produced by honeybees were first recorded only in 1609 by Charles Butler, polymath of his times,
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who transcribed the first musical notation of the piping of honeybee queens (Pirk
et al. 2013). Some 300 years later, the morphology of the auditory senses of
honeybees was described (Snodgrass 1910; McIndoo 1922). Subsequently,
Hansson (1945) reported that honeybee sounds, inaudible to humans, can indeed
be recorded with high amplification, following which, Wenner (1962a) observed
that workers emit pulsed sounds of about 200 Hz during the waggle phase of the
waggle dance. Wenner (1962b) also demonstrated that a caged honeybee queen,
installed in an observation hive already containing a virgin queen, piped in
response to artificial piping, which was played to it through the substrate. Then,
Simpson (1964) showed that honeybee queens breathed continuously while piping,
and were able to pipe with all spiracles except one blocked, so the sound could not
have been produced by air entering or leaving the spiracles. He concluded that it is
produced by operating the flight motor without spreading the wings, and sound is
radiated partly by the substratum, to which the vibrations are communicated by
pressing the thorax against it.
Charles Butler’s work was more than two decades before any real headway into
the acoustical analysis of sound, which only began in 1636, when Mersenne formulated principles, now laws, which mathematically described the frequencies of
oscillations of stretched strings. (These laws still apply in the construction of
pianos, harps etc.). Incidentally, this extraordinary man associated with Descartes,
Pascal, de Roberval and Fabri de Peiresc in his day, all of whom worked before the
publication of the first journals of the Royal Society in London and the Académie
des Sciences in Paris (Bernstein 1996).
Returning to honeybees, sound reception finally took a quantum leap with the
introduction of laser Doppler vibrometry in the last half century. In this short
review, we trace the experimental development of honeybee communication using
the comb as a substrate. Communication of sounds, signals or cues arising from
honeybee combs include mechanical as well as chemical information. Indeed,
following the discovery of dance language, its mode of actual transmission has
long remained enigmatic (von Frisch 1967; Michelsen 2012). However, when
potential honeybee recruits attend a dancing forager, they periodically emit
vibrations against the combs which elicit a response from the dancer to give the
emitter a sample of nectar (Michelsen et al. 1986a; Sandeman et al. 1996). When
honeybee foragers perform waggle dances, they transmit both distance and
direction as vibrations that are transmitted through the wax substrate of their
combs.
The roles of pheromones and volatile odours are of extraordinary importance in
the combs of bees where they mainly serve as reservoirs and slow-release systems.
These encompass cell capping, colony odour, kin recognition, footprint pheromones, wax-salvaging behaviour etc. Of these, probably the oldest known of the
systems of honeybee scents is that of colony odour, which was noted from at least
since the 19th century (Bethe 1898) and has been more recently summarised in a
paper by Kalmus and Ribbands (1952). Further contributions to the identification
of nestmate recognition cues were demonstrated by Juska (1978); that queens
secrete a substance from their tarsal glands (footprint pheromones) and as they
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move about, they effectively tag regions of the comb which convey information
that the colony is queenright. This is a parsimonious way to propagate a general,
integrative signal. The real biological significance is that footprint pheromones
inhibit the construction of queen cells at the bottom of the combs. The idea of
‘colony odour’ in honeybees has been developed particularly by Breed et al.
(1988a, et seq.) who showed that colony odour is soon acquired by newly emerged
worker bees. Some of the recognition cues are of genetic origin and therefore
acquired prior to adult emergence. Nonetheless, genetic or relatedness differences
between bees of different colonies can be completely masked as shown in crossfostering experiments. Breed et al. (1988b) concluded that previous results
showing that worker honeybees are recognized on the basis of environmentally
acquired odours (= colony odour), do not actually contradict their results. Rather,
bees probably use whatever cues are available for recognition. When environmental odour sources are carefully controlled, cues remain that allow for discrimination of nestmate versus non-nestmate individuals.

5.2 Vibrations
Not long after Hansson (1945) reported that honeybee sounds, inaudible to
humans, can be recorded with high amplification, Wenner (1962a) observed that
worker honeybees emit pulsed sounds of about 200 Hz during the straight run
segment of the waggle dance. He then suggested that these pulsed sounds could
well be the means by which the distance component is conveyed to other honeybee
workers. He then demonstrated that both the sound production time and the
number of pulses in the straight run phase of the waggle dance are also capable of
carrying distance information. Since the ratio of the sound pulse rate to waggle rate
is approximately 2.5:1, the sound is not an incidental result of the waggling of the
abdomen by the dancing bees (Wenner 1962a). The straight run time and number
of sound pulses present in the straight run portion of the waggle dance were found
to be inseparable on the basis of available data. Either of these two components
was found to be a better possibility for transmitting distance information than any
of the other components of the dance (Wenner 1962a). He further concluded that
in the waggle dances: (a) the time of waggling during the straight run; (b) the
number of waggles produced during the straight run; (c) the time of sound production during the straight run, or, (d) the number of sound pulses produced during
the straight run are the most likely possibilities for conveying information about
distance of food sources from the nest.
Similar vibrations, the tremble or stop dance, are made by returning foragers
who have difficulty in off-loading nectar to house bees (Kirchner et al. 1988,
2003). The signal here may be a means of negative feedback, reducing further
forager recruitment (Seeley 1992; Kirchner 1993; Nieh 1993) and/or as a means of
recruiting more nectar-receiver bees (Seeley 1992). Finally, queen piping is
mediated through vibration of the combs (Michelsen et al. 1986b); this, together
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with the wing vibrations of dancers, is perceived by the Johnston’s organ of the
workers. Other bee-comb interactions of a reciprocal nature involve the transmission of vibrations (sounds) for communication.
One of the events that occur among bees attending a dancing forager is that
periodically a worker will press her thorax against the comb and vibrate. This often
elicits a response from the dancer to give the emitter a sample of nectar (Michelsen
et al. 1986a). The tremble or stop dance works acoustically in the same way
(Kirchner 1993). A third example is that of queen piping, in which the quacking
element emitted by virgin queens still in their cells is transmitted through the wax
(Michelsen et al. 1986b). Indeed Wenner (1962b) was able to show that a caged
honeybee queen installed in an observation hive which already contained a virgin
queen, piped in response to artificial piping which was played to it through the
substrate.

5.2.1 Queen Honeybees
As far as we can determine, the first attempts to record the piping (tooting and
quacking) sounds of A. mellifera queen honeybees were those of Charles Butler,
who transcribed these sounds into musical notation (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). Charles
Butler wrote of the swarming of bees and noted that sounds of ‘piping’ occur 7 to
11 days after swarming, which may be followed by another swarm (Butler 1609).
Piping is a sound composed of two different signals made by queen bees; namely
‘tooting’ and ‘quacking’ (Michelsen et al. 1986c). A queen bee recently emerged
from her cell will toot and this is followed by the quacking signal made by queens
still confined in their cells (Michelsen et al. 1986a).
Butler (1609) transcribed these sounds onto a treble clef musical score,
denoting high pitch, and noted that the most common result of tooting and
quacking was the production of the musical harmonies of a major third or perfect
fifth (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). A major third is equal to an increase of four semitones
from the starting note, while a perfect fifth is equal to an increase of seven
semitones from the starting note—this is equal to four or seven frets on a guitar,
respectively. This, Butler determined only by ear. Furthermore, he transcribed the
sound in triple time in the tradition of the musical culture in the 17th century; all
music was written in triple time as a testament to the Christian belief in a Holy
Trinity (Stanford and Forsyth 1937).
The extraordinary musical notation provided by Butler (1609, 1634) finally
became tested and verified some three and a half centuries later in the acoustical
measurements of A. mellifera by Michelsen et al. (1986c). They examined the
sonic structure of the piping sound and noted that tooting syllables begin at a
frequency of 340 Hz and increase to 500 Hz, while the quacking (responsive)
syllables remain relatively constant at 300 Hz. Using the quacking syllable
(300 Hz) as a basis, the major third and perfect fifth harmonies for this syllable are
377.976 and 449.492 Hz respectively. This falls within the frequency range for
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Fig. 5.1 Musical score of an A. mellifera queen ‘‘shows a four line staff with the letter G on the
second line from the bottom indicating that this is a treble clef. There are no bar lines but the two
semibreve rests at the beginning of the staves indicate that we are in a triple metre, and indeed the
text states that the bees ‘sing’ in triple time. The notation indicates that the two most common
results of the simultaneous piping and quacking of rival queens are the musical intervals of either
a perfect fifth or a major third’’… ‘‘Quacking is the responsive sound of rival queens who have
not yet emerged from their cells, and piping is the regal identification of a virgin queen soon after
she has emerged from the cell in which she developed’’ (Butler 1609)—Figure and text
commentary, the National Library of Scotland

tooting syllables of 340 to 500 Hz observed by Michelsen et al. (1986a).
Furthermore, this range of fundamental frequencies corresponds to the pitch used
by alto singers (147–659 Hz—Bozhidar 2006), thus supporting Butler’s (1609) use
of the treble clef in his transcription.
Michelsen et al. (1986a) recorded and measured tooting and quacking signals
emitted by the queens as airborne sound and as substrate vibrations of the combs
by means of a microphone and a laser vibrometer, respectively. The fundamental
frequency component is larger than the harmonics when the signals are measured
as vibration velocity, and they argued that the signals are carried mainly by the
fundamental frequency component. The frequencies emitted depend on the
queens’ age, and the tooting syllables contain a frequency sweep. The fundamental
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Fig. 5.2 Butler’s (1634)
edition presents a two-part
madrigal for four voices
incorporating melodic
elements based on the actual
sounds produced by
A. mellifera bees. The music
has been printed in the
manner of a part-book to be
read by the Mean (soprano)
and Tenor sitting on one side
of a table and by the Bassus
and Countertenor facing them
on the other side (Butler
1634)—Figure and text
commentary, the National
Library of Scotland

carrier frequencies of the toots and quacks overlap, but the tooting syllables have
longer rise times than the quacking syllables.
Recordings of the vibrations of cells in which queens were confined allowed
Michelsen et al. (1986a) to measure the threshold for the release of quacking in
these queens evoked by artificial toots and by natural toots from emerged queens.
Artificial toots with a long syllable rise time are more effective in releasing
quacking responses than toots with a short syllable rise time. These observations
suggest that the bees recognize these signals mainly by their temporal structure
(Michelsen et al. 1986a). A comparison of the threshold, emission level, and
attenuation with distance, suggests that these and other vibration signals are only
used by honeybees for local communication within a restricted area of the comb.
Therefore, we can conclude that, while not precisely correct, Butler’s (1609)
musical transcription three centuries ago on the piping sounds produced by rival
queen bees was certainly very accurate (Pirk et al. 2013).
In the experiments of Michelsen et al. (1986b) the airborne sound emitted from
the combs and the vibration velocity of the comb surfaces were recorded with a
microphone and a laser vibrometer as shown in Fig. 5.3. The laser light was focused
at a spot of highly reflective paint on the comb. Comb vibrations in the direction of
the laser beam caused Doppler shifts in the frequency of the reflected light, and the
output voltage of the instrument is linearly related to the instantaneous vibration
velocity. The recorded sound and vibration signals were stored on an instrumentation tape recorder and on the disc drive of a computer which allowed a detailed
control of the functions and internal memories of a frequency analyser. Graphs of
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Fig. 5.3 Experimental set-up for measuring A. mellifera queen sounds by (Michelsen et al.
1986b), after Michelsen and Larsen (1978), for explanation see text

the signals were also made by transferring time samples from the memory of a
digital oscilloscope through the computer to a plotter (Michelsen et al. 1986b).
When the signals were measured as vibration velocity, the fundamental frequency component was larger than the harmonics, so they concluded that the
communication signals are mainly carried by the fundamental frequency component. The frequencies emitted varied with the ages of the queens (Fig. 5.4), and the
tooting syllables contained a frequency sweep, which probably explain previous,
diverse frequency values reported in the literature (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6).

5.2.2 Worker Vibrations
Considerable further progress in understanding the significance of the airborne
elements associated with the waggle dance has been reported (Michelsen et al.
1987, 1988, 1992). More recently, these findings have been extended by Nieh and
Tautz (2000) who noted that waggle dancing honeybees produce vibratory
movements that may facilitate communication by indicating the location of the
waggle dancer. Previously, an important component of these vibrations had not
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Fig. 5.4 Relationship
between queen age and
fundamental frequencies of
tooting (o) and quacking (+)
in A. mellifera. The frequency
of tooting was computed
from the last section of
syllables (Michelsen et al.
1986a)

Fig. 5.5 Tooting and
quacking recorded as
vibration velocity on the
comb surface in A. mellifera.
a toot, b quack, c a quack
released by a toot (black bar).
Note the different time
structures of the quacks in
(b) and (c). The upper time
scale applies only to (a), the
lower to (b) and
(c) (Michelsen et al. 1986a)

Fig. 5.6 Fine structure of
tooting (a) and quacking
(b) syllables in A. mellifera.
a At the beginning of each
tooting syllable the frequency
increases. b Frequency is
nearly constant in the
quacking syllables. Note
different rise times between
(a) and (b) (Michelsen et al.
1986a)
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Fig. 5.7 Artificial tooting
(450 Hz vibration of comb)
releases quacking when the
rise and delay is 100 ms
(a) but not when it is 10 ms
(b). Recordings were made
from the surface of a confined
A. mellifera queen’s cell
(Michelsen et al. 1986a)

been detected in the comb. They developed a highly sophisticated method of
fine-scale behavioural analysis that allowed them to analyse separately the comb
vibrations near a honeybee waggle dancer during the waggle and the return phases
of her dance (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8).
Nieh and Tautz (2000) simultaneously recorded honeybee waggle dances using
digital video and laser-Doppler vibrometry, and performed a behaviour-locked
Fast Fourier Transform analysis on the vibrations in the substrate comb. Nieh and
Tautz (2000) discovered significantly higher amplitude, 200–300 Hz, vibrations
during the waggle phase than during the return phase, but no significant differences
in the neighbouring frequency regions between 100–200 Hz and 300–400 Hz.
They recorded peak waggle phase vibrations from 206 to 292 Hz. The maximum
measured signal–noise level was +12.4 dB during the waggle phase (mean
+5.8 ± 2.7 dB). The maximum vibrational velocity, calculated from a filtered
signal, was 128 lm s-1 peak-to-peak, corresponding to a displacement of
0.09 lm s-1 peak-to-peak at 223 Hz. On average, they measured a vibrational
velocity of 79 ± 28 lm s-2) peak-to-peak from filtered signals. These signal
amplitudes overlap with the detection threshold of the honeybee (Fig. 5.9).
Tautz et al. (2001) noted that A. mellifera foragers performing dances on the
combs are apparently able to attract dance-followers from distances across the
combs that are too remote for tactile or visual cues to play a role. An alternative
signal could be the vibrations of the comb at 200–300 Hz generated by dancing
bees but which, without amplification, may not be large enough to alert remote
dance followers back to where the signal originated (Fig. 5.10). The phase reversal
occurs across walls 2 and 3, walls 2b and 3b, walls and 2c and 3c (Tautz et al.
2001). Tautz et al. (1996) reported an unusual behaviour of waggle dancers in that
they actually stride across the comb, which the authors interpreted as a mechanical
means of increasing the pulsed vibrations that occur during waggle phases.
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Fig. 5.8 Apparatus for measuring waggle dance vibrations by A. mellifera workers: (h) observation hive, (e) hive entrance, (l) laser vibrometer, (v) digital video camera, (s) switch for passing
a 1 kHz sound pulse to the video camera and simultaneously illuminating a light-emitting diode,
(f) function generator, and (t) vibration dampening table. The laser vibrometer head was mounted
on the same vibration-dampening table (Nieh and Tautz 2000)

Fig. 5.9 Fast Fourier Transform spectra of comb vibrations produced by an A. mellifera waggle
dancer 1 cm from the edge of the comb. Waggle phase spectrum, solid line; return phase
spectrum, dotted line. The laser was positioned at 30, 18 mm away from waggle dancer. Arrow
indicates peak waggle dance frequency between 200 and 300 Hz. The 200 Hz is an equipmentgenerated frequency peak used to calibrate signal levels (Nieh and Tautz 2000)
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Fig. 5.10 Diagram on A. mellifera comb of showing the location of the stimulus probe and the
three rows of cell walls from which measurements were taken. The cell rows are oriented along
the same horizontal axis as they would be in the hive. The large arrow shows the point of
application of the lateral sinusoidal displacement to the top rim of a cell wall. The power stroke of
the stimulus is the direction of the arrow, thus ‘pulling’ the cell walls on the left and ‘pushing’ the
cell walls on the right. The return stroke of the probe allows the comb to move. No phase
reversals were found to occur across cells on the ‘pull’ side of the stimulus (Tautz et al. 2001)

Subsequently, Tautz et al. (2001) reported an equally unexpected property of the
comb when subjected to vibrations of about 200 Hz in that it effectively amplifies
vibratory signals to remote dance followers. They found that at a specific distance
from the origin of an imposed vibration, the walls across a single comb cell
abruptly reverse the phase of their displacement and move in opposite directions to
one another.
Behavioural measurements showed that the distance from which the majority of
remote dance followers are recruited coincides with the location of this phasereversal phenomenon relative to the signal source. They reasonably proposed that
effective amplification of the signal by a phase-reversal phenomenon occurs when
bees straddle a cell across which the phase reversal is expressed. Such a bee would
be subjected to a situation in which the legs were moving towards and away from
one another instead of in the same direction. In this manner, remote dance followers could be alerted to a dancer performing in their vicinity (Fig. 5.11). (As an
aside it is worth noting that Seeley et al. (2005) recently tested plastic combs and
beeswax foundation and found the former markedly poorer in transmitting the
250 Hz vibrations produced by dancing bees; but, nevertheless comb built with
plastic foundation proved a suitable substrate for waggle dance communication).
The possible roles of vibrations in the economy of honeybee colonies also
include the recent proposal by Bergman and Ishay (2007) that social hornets and
honeybees exploit ultrasonic acoustic resonance properties of cells to achieve
accurate structures in combs; however, their experimental data do not extend to
honeybee combs. It is evident that the analyses of the vibrations and sound signals
of dancing bees are highly variable, so that from this perspective, dancers are only
providing a rough indication as to where the goal is situated.
Using and entirely different approach, Tsujiuchi et al. (2007) investigated the
pedicel of the antenna to determine the mechanical and neural response characteristics of antennae and Johnston’s organ to acoustic stimuli. Their results
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Fig. 5.11 Comparisons of A. mellifera combs measured for displacement velocities—Vwall of
cell walls at different distances from the stimulus. a Time course of the stimulus and movement of
the wall opposite (Wall 1). There is no phase lag but the wave form is already distorted.
Vstimulus = velocity of stimulus. b A sequence of Wall 1 excursions compared with those of
Wall 2. The displacement of Wall 2 (dotted line) exhibits a small phase lead over that of Wall 1
(solid line). c The small phase lead of Wall 2 over Wall 1 advances suddenly so that the
displacements of Walls 2 and 3 are about 180 out of phase. d One cell further along the line from
the stimulus (Walls 3 and 4) the cell wall displacements are again in phase with one another. e The
small phase lag between Walls 62 and 63 is introduced by the finite conduction velocity of the
signal across the comb. f Displacement velocities in the ‘‘pull’’ direction between Wall-1 and -2.
No phase reversal was found in this direction at any distance from the stimulus (Tautz et al. 2001)

indicated that the neurons in the antennae and Johnston’s organ of mature honeybees are best attuned to detect 250–300 Hz sounds generated from a distance
during waggle dances. Furthermore, the Johnston’s organ neurons can preserve
both frequency and temporal information of acoustic stimuli including the sounds
generated during waggle dances.
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Because Tsujiuchi et al. (2007) found that the responses of the Johnston’s organ
neurons were found to be age-dependent they concluded that dance communication is only possible between aged foragers. The waggle dances of honeybees
roughly encode the distance and direction to a food source in the duration and the
body angle during the waggle phase. The recent results of measurements by Ai and
Hagio (2013) showed that there is indeed a neurophysiological connection
between the cervical setae of a waggle dancer, via three thoracic ganglia that feeds
back to Johnston’s organ, providing independent evidence supporting the interpretations of Tsujiuchi et al. (2007).
Michelsen (2012) summarized his thoughts in a recent essay on how honeybees
obtain information about direction by following dances. Several sensory modalities including touch, vision, hearing, substrate vibrations and air flow have been
proposed and experimentally analyzed to establish their possible roles in this
regard. Michelsen himself invested a quarter of a century in studying the ways in
which sounds and air flow generated by dancing bees could influence other worker
bees. When foragers dance, they vibrate their wings and act as dipoles and the
unexpectedly large sound pressures and air flow that they generate decreases
rapidly with distance from their source, clearly reducing their range in effective
communication.
In an earlier study, Michelsen (2003) produced a robotic honeybee dancer that
could recruit foragers to certain positions in the field, but it was less effective in
attracting recruits than normal bees, probably because the oscillating air flow
caused by the wings’ vibrations and wagging movements are too complicated to
transmit the information. Subsequent measurements with lasers and anemometers
showed that the vibrating wings cause an air jet behind the dancer’s abdomen
which is in a narrow plane, parallel to the comb, and might convey information
about direction to bees behind the dancer. He also reported that the narrow air jets
may co-occur with a broad flow of air, which seems ideally suited for transporting
dance pheromones. A particularly telling point here is that both narrow and broad
flows can be switched on and off by the dancer.
There are many other isolated instances of vibrations emitted by workers, the
significance of which is not entirely clear. Among these interesting cases are
observations on sound production as a means of defense in Apis cerana (Koeniger
and Fuchs 1972; Fuchs and Koeniger 1974), dorso-ventral abdominal vibrations
among A. mellifera honeybees Fletcher (1975), vibratory activities of successful
A. mellifera foragers (Schneider 1986), and studies of vibration signals as a form
of modulatory communication in the vibratory activities of A. mellifera honeybee
colonies (Hyland et al. 2007).
There are also some observations on worker piping to relate. While worker
piping had previously been associated with queenlessness and disturbances to
colonies, Pratt et al. (1996) reported that A. mellifera workers pipe by pressing the
thorax to the comb, spreading the wings slightly and lifting the abdomen towards
the wings, which vibrated noticeably as the bee emitted an audible wail. Pipers
wandered throughout the hive for up to 2.5 h, stopping every few seconds to pipe,
which lasted about 1 s. The sound showed little frequency modulation, and a
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fundamental frequency of 330–430 Hz. It appeared to be produced by wing muscle
vibrations and to be transferred onto the comb by pressing the thorax against the
comb. Piping in this context may serve as a foraging-related signal, although its
receivers and the information it transmits remain unknown.
An equally interesting set of observations are those of Sen Sarma (2002), who
described a novel defence response by A. florea in which the emission of an initial
warning signal from one individual (‘piping’) is followed by a general response
from a large number of bees (‘hissing’). Piping is audible to the human ear, with a
fundamental frequency of 384 ± 31 Hz and lasting for 0.82 ± 0.35 s. Hissing is a
clearly audible, broad-band, noisy signal, produced by slight but visible movements of the bees’ wings. Hissing begins in individuals close to the piping bee,
spreads rapidly to neighbours and results in an impressive coordinated crescendo
occasionally involving the entire colony. Piping and hissing are accompanied by a
marked decrease, or even cessation, of worker activities, such as forager dancing
and departures from the colony. Whereas hissing of the colony can be elicited
without piping, the sequential and correlated piping and hissing response is specific to the presence of potential predators close to the colony (Sen Sarma 2002).
It is suggested that the combined audio-visual effect of the hissing might deter
small predators, while the cessation of flight activity could decrease the risk of
predation by birds and insects which prey selectively on flying bees.
These observations complement those of Kastberger et al. (2013) who recently
showed that the giant honeybees, A. dorsata, utilize a ‘Mexican wave-like’
shimmering behaviour in coordinated cascades across the nest surface. While the
time–space properties of these emergent waves are response patterns which have
become of adaptive significance for repelling enemies visually. They further
showed that the mechanical impulse of these patterns, measured by laser Doppler
vibrometry, generate vibrations at the central comb of the nest at a natural frequency of 2.156 ± 0.042 Hz, which is twice the average repetition rate of the
shimmering waves. Kastberger et al. (2013) then analyzed the Fourier spectra of
the comb vibrations and proposed two possible explanations for the compound
physical system of the bee nest: (1) in an ‘elastic oscillatory plate model’, the
comb vibrations set off supra-threshold cues to other bees situated close to the
comb; or (2) in the ‘mechanical pendulum model’, the comb vibrations are sensed
by bees throughout the whole curtain enabling mechanoreceptive signalling across
the nest and also through the comb itself.
The results of Kastberger et al. (2013) showed that weak forces, (general
quiescence or diffuse mass flight activity) cause a harmonic frequency spectrum of
the comb, driving the comb as an elastic plate. However, the shimmering waves
provide sufficiently strong forces to move the nest as a mechanical pendulum.
Finally Kastberger et al. (2013) concluded that this vibratory behaviour may
support the colony-intrinsic information hypothesis, that the mechanical vibrations
of the comb provoked by shimmering have the potential to facilitate immediate
communication of the momentary defensive state of the honeybee nest to the
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majority of its members. In closing this section, it seems reasonable to assume that
other instances of communication by vibrations will be discovered in other Asian
species of honeybees (Kirchner 1993).

5.3 Scents
In all of the above examples, transmission of vibrations through a medium depends
on the density, elasticity and temperature of the substrate. For practical purposes,
temperature and density can be taken as constants in the honeybee nest. Because
elasticity is not a constant means that the greater the stiffness, the higher the speed
of transmission. Because sound intensity decreases with the density of the medium
and with distance, an essentially anhydrous, low density wax is an ideal solid
biological medium for sound transmission. Kirchner (1993) indicated some
important differences in communication by sounds and pheromones. Vibrational
signals allow for the speedier transmission of a signal, a temporal coding element,
and localization of the message through rapid attenuation of the signal. Pheromones and other chemical signals are pervasive in distribution and, because they
follow the laws of diffusion, there is a long time constant for the life of the signal
(Kirchner 1993). Perfect examples of these effects lie in colony odour and intranest
transmission of queenrightness.
A classic illustration of this paradigm was exemplified by Seeley (1979) who
showed that when worker bees come into contact with the queen they acquire
queen substance which is subsequently transferred to other workers. The queen
facilitates dispersal of the pheromone by remaining stationary, during which time
workers come into close contact. Workers that have made extensive ([30 s) queen
contact function as ‘messengers’ dispersing queen substance, walking among and
antennating with their nestmates and receiving frequent inspections by them. To
paraphrase Seeley (1979), the bee-to-bee surface transport model for queen substance transmission by workers is supported by: (1) the higher frequency of antennations and inspections by nestmates of messenger bees relative to control bees;
(2) the close correlation of messenger bees between the duration of their contact
with the queen and the number of inspections by nestmates; and (3) the low
frequency of food donations compared to nestmate antennations by messenger
bees in the 30 min following their contact with the queen. Messenger bees, analyzed by gas chromatography, lacked any detectable trace of (E)-9-oxodec-2-enoic
acid. Naumann et al. (1992) confirmed Seeley’s interpretations by showing that
some of the queen’s mandibular gland pheromonal components secreted on her
body are acquired by workers in her retinue. Previously unexposed, naïve workers
having contact with retinue bees acquire the signal themselves. However the signal
is also spread in footprints from the passage of the queen and workers onto the
combs in which it diffuses and is slowly but eventually lost from the system
(Naumann et al. 1992).
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Table 5.1 Dances performed by 20 A. mellifera marked dancers on the combs of a two-frame
observation hivea
Date/Time
11 September 1995
14:00–14:10
14:10–14:20
14:20–14:30
14:30–14:40
14:40–15:10
15:10–15:20
15:20–15:50
15:50–16:00
16:00–16:30
12 September 1995
10:20–10:50
10:50–11:00
11:00–11:30
11:30–13:30
13:30–14:00
14:00–14:10
14:10–14:40
12 September 1995
11.30–11:40
11:40–11:50
11:50–12:20

Dances on upper Dances on lower
frame
frame
0

10

15

2

3

29

42

7

Exchange of frames
Exchange of frames
Exchange of frames
Exchange of frames
Both sides of each frame
accessible to the bees

4
26 (front)

32
11 (front)

0 (rear)

2 (rear)

13 (front)
5 (rear)

34 (front)
0 (rear)

Exchange of frames

No exchange
1

22

21

6

17

0

2

61

Exchange of frames

Exchange of frames

a

Columns show the dates and durations of the observations and numbers of dances observed on
upper and lower combs. On 12.09.95, bees were allowed access to both sides of the combs. At
11:30 on the same day the bees were removed from the hives and then allowed to return but the
combs were not exchanged (Tautz and Lindauer 1997)

5.3.1 Waggle Dance Scent-marking: Probable Cause?
One of the most curious and interesting discoveries in the dance communication
field of honeybees in the past decade or so is the work of Tautz (1996) and Tautz
and Lindauer (1997). Having seen that the delivery of forage from the field and the
further recruitment of new foragers are associated with transmission of sound
through the comb, they asked if there were specific sites for waggle dances. Tautz
discovered that foragers which danced on empty areas of comb recruited three
times as many dance followers as bees that danced on areas of capped brood.
Clearly the recruitment process could be enhanced if there were particular dance
sites that were mutually recognizable to both active dancers and dance followers,
especially because dancing bees are commonly found on the lower comb near the
entrance of observation hives (Tautz 1996).
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The existence of specific dance sites on combs was elegantly demonstrated by
Tautz and Lindauer (1997) using a two-frame observation hive with the entrance
half way up the side. After the bees had been trained to an unscented sugar solution
in a nearby feeder, the locations of dancing bees were noted for several days.
Foragers were then marked and allowed to visit the feeders and return to dance in
the hive. After a while the feeders were closed and all of the bees were shaken out
of the hive and the positions of the two combs were switched; the former upper
comb became the bottom comb and vice versa. The bees were then allowed back
into their hive, the feeders were reopened and the sites of the dancers on the combs
recorded. All dances performed by the 20 marked dancers were recorded before
and after switching the positions of the upper and lower combs during seven such
switches in subsequent days. From the total series of seven comb position switches
in nearly 90 % of the 365 dancing episodes, the dancers went to the exact site on
the specific comb on which the initial dance had first been performed, irrespective
of the position (upper or bottom) of the comb in the hive after being switched
around (Table 5.1).
Tautz and Lindauer (1997) considered the possibility that the bees might use
spatial cues, but noted that even after combs were switched around, the bees
walked over the combs until they located the site of the initial dance before
recommencing dancing. They suggested that the rediscovery of a specific dance
site would be most parsimoniously explained by a chemical marker (such as a
queen’s footprint pheromone), that would allow site reinforcement throughout the
day but which would fade at night, so that new locations for new dances sites
might change with changing conditions in the nest. By the same token, many of the
recently discovered volatiles (cf. mechano-chemical changes for brood capping)
could serve as cues for dance recruits, if they too seek the same dance site after
switching the combs.
This could hold important implications in the analysis of patriline performance
in the division of labour. The possibility of comb scent-marking needs be only part
of the system for the recruitment of new foragers, because shortly after, Tautz et al.
(2001) showed that an alternative signal could be the vibrations of the comb
generated by dancing bees, but which, without amplification, may not carry far
enough to alert remote dance followers. They then described that an unexpected
property of honeycomb subjected to vibrations at around 200 Hz could represent
an effective amplification of the vibratory signals for remote dance followers
(Fig. 5.12).

5.3.2 Comb and Scents
The mechanism for colony odour masking was pursued in an experiment by Breed
et al. (1988b), when he introduced previously comb-conditioned (acquired home
colony odour) bees into related colonies of comb-naïve bees, the former were
rejected (Fig. 5.12). However when the receiver bees were conditioned to the same
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Fig. 5.12 Comparisons of odour effects on A. mellifera workers in the presence of wax (same
versus different odour) were significant; odour effects without wax were not significant. Data
expressed as percentages and sample size given in brackets (Breed et al. 1988a)

comb source as the introduced bees, the latter were accepted (this principle of
odour conditioning has been common practice in beekeeping (Dyer 1781; Newby
1832; Wighton 1842; Cale 1946) as well as in swine husbandry for centuries
(Coburn 1890). Whatever their origin, bees that were conditioned to the same
comb source were more readily acceptable than bees from between comb type
transfers. Although Breed did not specifically control for individual worker bee
odours, perhaps owing to genetic differences, it is tacitly assumed that any such
scent would have been over-ridden and masked when bees from different colonies
were conditioned to the same comb, hence becoming mutually acceptable. This
interpretation is indirectly but strongly supported by the fact that Michelsen et al.
(1989) always had to ‘condition’ their robotic dancing bees to stave off attacks.
Moreover, Breed et al. (1998) repeated the experiments of Kirchner et al. (1989)
with neutral paraffin wax and other paraffins to which he added scent to some and
others not, and they obtained the same results as in the first experiment.
It remains uncertain if the observed effects derive in part from genetically-based
differences in the chemistry of the source combs and/or the possible passive
adsorption of environmental odours into the waxes (remembering that waxes are
virtually sponges for the adsorption of volatiles). Nonetheless the two possibilities
are not mutually exclusive. A common mechanism could well be an interaction
between shared pools of adsorbed chemical volatiles from the epicuticle of the
bees as well as from the combs. This would explain how flower scent volatiles
alter ‘colony odour’ after different foraging plant species availability changes
through the year (Ribbands 1953). Similarly in an interesting recent study,
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Couvillion et al. (2013) performed experiments which clearly showed that
recognition errors in nestmate discrimination behaviour are context-dependent in
A. mellifera. The significance of ‘context’ also occurs in the context of interspecific wax discrimination (cf. Chap. 4).
Comb waxes mediate several other kinds of behaviours as well (Free 1987). For
example, Fergusson and Free (1981) found that the odour of comb alone was a
sufficient stimulus for worker bees to release scent from the Nasanov gland, a source
of a cluster-inducing pheromone (Free 1987). This is consistent with the fact that
honeybees prefer old combs to new ones, possibly because they have been doped
with footprint pheromones (Free 1987). Comb volatiles also stimulate increased
foraging (Rinderer and Hagstad 1984); but bioassays on the possible stimulatory
effects of oxygenated comb volatiles proved equivocal (Blum et al. 1988).

5.3.3 Capping Brood Cells
The case of capping brood also involves a particularly interesting scenario as seen
from two different but not incompatible perspectives; that of pheromones and/or
mechanical stimuli. Le Conte et al. (1990) established that there is a series of only
a few methyl esters (methyl palmitate, ethyl palmitate and methyl linolenate),
which are normal constituents of pheromones produced by queens and workers
(Free 1987), that alone are sufficient to induce the capping of brood cells containing mature larvae (Figs. 5.13, 5.14, 5.15). The compounds are actually multifunctional and differing ratios both modulate the feeding behaviour of worker
bees or lead to capping their cells (Trouiller et al. 1991; Trouiller 1993; Le Conte
et al. 1995a).
In the case of queen cells, the developmental progress of the larvae is constantly
signalled by the ester ratios. This was confirmed unequivocally by using substitute
‘dummy’ larvae doped with pheromone (Le Conte et al. 1995a). Following the
capping of the doped dummy queens, their continued acceptance in the colony
depends on their ability to emit the ‘correct’ esters (Fig. 5.16). The results recall
those on the inhibition of queen cell construction in the experiments of Boch and
Morse (1979).
Nonetheless, signal specificity remains a vexing concern, because at any given
time a variable percentage of the uncapped larval population could be emitting
capping signals of varying ester ratios. These might only indicate that there is an
area of brood comb requiring capping. Goetz and Koeniger (1992) argued that if
capping depends entirely on pheromones then brood cells should be capped
according to larval age. Alternatively, if capping can be advanced in time by
artificially decreasing the depth of the cells, or delayed by increasing it, then the
size of larvae in relation to the depth of their cells could be important in triggering
capping behaviour. Experimentally they artificially modified the distance of larvae
from their cell openings by increasing or decreasing the depth of cells (Figs. 5.17
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Fig. 5.13 Capping of A. mellifera brood cells containing lures. Lures were doped with an ester
or mixture of esters at concentrations of 10-1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, and 0 (controls). Cells
were observed 12 h (a) and 36 h (b). Experiment was repeated 10 times with 3 colonies at
concentrations of 10-2 (black bars), 10-3 (white bars) and 10-4 (grey bars). MO = methyl
oleate; EO = ethyl oleate; ML = methyl linoleate; EL = ethyl linoleate; MN = methyl linolenate; EN = ethyl linoleate; MP = methyl palmitate; EP = ethyl palmitate; MS = methyl
stearate; ES = ethyl stearate; while 3A and 10E are mixtures of the compounds placed in empty
cells (Le Conte et al. 1990)
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Fig. 5.14 Brood cell capping in A. mellifera following the application of a mixture of 10 esters
on worker larvae of the same age. An amount of 0.25 ll was spread on each larva and the
experiment was repeated 5 times with 5 different colonies. The results were significantly different
except at 20 h. MO = methyl oleate; EO = ethyl oleate; ML = methyl linoleate; EL = ethyl
linoleate; MN = methyl linolenate; EN = ethyl linoleate; MP = methyl palmitate; EP = ethyl
palmitate; MS = methyl stearate; ES = ethyl stearate; while 3A and 10E are mixtures of the
compounds placed in empty cells (Le Conte et al. 1990)
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Fig. 5.15 Amounts of the ten fatty acids found on young and old A. mellifera worker larvae (Le
Conte et al. 1994)

Fig. 5.16 Acceptance of A. mellifera queen cells including paraffin lures with fatty acid esters at
concentrations of 10-2 and 10-3 (w/w). MP = methyl palmitate; EP = ethyl palmitate;
MS = methyl stearate; ES = ethyl stearate; ML = methyl linoleate; EL = ethyl linoleate;
MO = methyl oleate; EO = ethyl oleate; MLN = methyl linolenate; ELN = ethyl linoleate;
J9 = a mixture of all compounds found on workers; JT = mixture of all compounds on queen
pupae; and LS = mixture of all compounds on queen pupae (Le Conte et al. 1995b)

and 5.18). Their results suggested that worker bees might respond by capping cells
according to distance and not age, hence ratios of ester emissions.
Subsequently, Le Conte et al. (1994) revisited this apparent contradiction. They
had previously shown that worker bees will cap cells containing paraffin dummies
doped with an ester blend of mature larvae (Le Conte et al. 1994). They then
proceeded to a more thorough analysis of ester concentration, the position of the
larvae in the cells, the effects of ester blends on worker capping and of queen cells.
Their results showed that capping activity depended on the ester concentrations,
which again suggested that the presence of larvae is mediated pheromonally. The
position of the larvae (distance from cell opening) could still influence worker
capping behaviour because by changing the distance of the larva from the cell
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Fig. 5.17 Longitudinal
section of an A. mellifera
comb where:
1 = measurement obtained
with a probe; and 2 = after
correction for depth of
pyramidal cell base (Goetz
and Koeniger 1992)

Fig. 5.18 Longitudinal
sections of an A. mellifera
comb: a the base of a cell is
removed; and b the cavity is
filled with wax to the desired
depth. L = cell depth,
Dl = amount of elongation
(Goetz and Koeniger 1992)

opening, the available head-space of pheromone could be altered. In tests of blend
discrimination, dummies doped with the young larval blend of ethyl esters were
not capped, dummies with the mature blend of methyl esters induced capping in
A. mellifera. These results were also confirmed in A. cerana (Zeng et al. 2010).
Le Conte et al. (1994) conducted further experiments on queen cell construction
and capping in dequeened colonies, in which the effects of both larval position in
the cells and pheromonal blends were measured. More queen cell construction
occurred when dummies were doped with the young larval blend and positioned at
the bottom of the cells. Thus, the results from both the capping of worker cells and
queen cell construction experiments indicated that worker bees can, and do, discriminate between young and mature larvae by scent, the bouquets of the ester
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blends as well as the position of larvae in their cells. The combined results of
Goetz and Koeniger (1992) and those of Le Conte et al. (1990, 1994) are not
mutually exclusive in principle, but suggest that additional experiments are needed
to investigate the possible interrelationships of the variables.
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